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#include <sys/zfs_context.h>
#include <sys/uberblock_impl.h>
#include <sys/vdev_impl.h>
int
uberblock_verify(uberblock_t *ub)
{
if (ub->ub_magic == BSWAP_64((uint64_t)UBERBLOCK_MAGIC))
byteswap_uint64_array(ub, sizeof (uberblock_t));
if (ub->ub_magic != UBERBLOCK_MAGIC)
return (SET_ERROR(EINVAL));
}

return (0);

COMPANY PROFILE
We believe all small and medium businesses have a right to affordable enterprise-grade data
storage.
To achieve this, Syneto passionately crafts storage arrays which include the latest enterprise
storage technologies and a flawless user experience.
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OUR SOLUTIONS

Server virtualization

VMware integration

Virtual desktops (VDI)

High Availability

Design & Engineering

Disaster Recovery

GLOBAL PRESENCE

An extensive global presence is key to enabling Syneto to better address the data storage needs of its
customers. You can ﬁnd Syneto in many European countries including: Italy, Belgium, The Netherlands,
France, Germany, Poland, the United Kingdom, Switzerland, Romania and Bulgaria.

OUR STORY
We started building storage to challenge the existing status-quo. SMEs were overwhelmed by the big
prices, proprietary architectures, complex offerings and ownership costs of big storage vendors. SMEs
needed storage solutions with powerful enterprise features, manageable by anyone, not requiring an IT
department’s worth of people.
We found the solution by leveraging open-source technologies, software deﬁned storage and general
purpose hardware. The result was an easy to use storage which brings low manpower costs and the
enterprise features of a high-end storage to small and medium businesses.
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OUR CULTURE

Smart & Agile
We hire smart and agile people
who are forward looking and
want to become leaders in their
ﬁeld. That’s why more than 80%
of our people have been with
Syneto for over 5 years.

Freedom & Imagination
We value individuals & their
needs over processes & rules.
We want our people to be
creative & free-thinking, that’s
why we never force them into
closed procedures.

Communication & Interaction
We value continuous
communication between us
and our customers. A product
is only as good as the needs it
serves. We always focus on the
customer’s wants & needs.

Community & Open-source
We encourage everyone to
write and contribute to
open-source projects. Storage
OS’s Illumos based kernel is
open source as well as the
VMware integration library.

Start-up mindset
We maintain a start-up culture
where every employee's opinion
is valued & appreciated. At
Syneto, we like to challenge
ourselves by analysing any
idea’s pros and cons.

Workplace & lifestyle
We offer a workplace where
everyone can keep a healthy
way of life and can truly feel at
home. A happy employee is
also an efﬁcient and productive
one.
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#include <sys/uberblock_impl.h>
#include <sys/vdev_impl.h>
int
uberblock_verify(uberblock_t *ub)
{
if (ub->ub_magic == BSWAP_64((uint64_t)UBERBLOCK_MAGIC))
byteswap_uint64_array(ub, sizeof (uberblock_t));
if (ub->ub_magic != UBERBLOCK_MAGIC)
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OUR LEADERSHIP
Vadim Comanescu, Partner & CEO
Vadim is the COO of Syneto, where he is in charge of
developing, establishing, implementing and communicating
Syneto’s global strategy.
He is also responsible for overseeing day-to-day operations
and aligning the entire team with Syneto established
practices and long-time goals, making the best use of his
keen strategical and market knowledge. Prior to working on
Syneto’s broader vision, Vadim spent his time programming
and managing the development of Syneto Storage OS from
GUI level down to the kernel itself.
He is passionate about business management, economics,
software development and crafting high quality products.

Marco Lorenzi, Co-founder & COO
Marco’s journey started in 1994 as the co-founder of
Spidernet, one of Italy’s ﬁrst ISPs. Due to its success,
Spidernet was merged in 2000 with its biggest competitor
(controlled by Banca Lombarda & ASM, now UBI Banca &
A2A, listed on the stock exchange). Marco was named CTO
and board member of the new company, called BolBusiness.
With the experience earned here, Marco founded Syneto in
2000. Syneto ﬁrst goal was to create a Linux-based UTM
solution and distribute it to a world-wide market.
Marco created a world-wide distribution network for Syneto
and with this know-how predicted the need for a smart data
storage system. This is how Syneto Storage OS was born in
2008. Marco also helped Syneto build a vertical market by
acquiring 33% of Antedata, specialising in storage for CAD 3D.

Dan Vatca, Co-founder & CTO
Dan is the CTO and a founder of Syneto. He now oversees
Syneto's technical direction, research and strategy. He has a
strong background in Unix operating systems, having
developed system software and kernel modules for both
Linux and Solaris. Dan has 13 years of extensive experience
in networking and storage technologies, having perfected two
solutions: Syneto Uniﬁed Threat Management and Syneto
Storage OS; both taken from proof of concept to
market-ready. Dan is responsible for the design, scalability
and creation of all Syneto’s data storage appliances.
He received a Bachelors degree in Telecommunications from
the "Politehnica" University of Timișoara, where he has also
published several research papers in the ﬁelds of computer
networking and operating systems.

OUR PRODUCTS
SYNETO
STORAGE OS

Ease of use. Sleek design. Craftsmanship. Together in Storage OS
Storage OS is the heart and soul of any Syneto storage array. It is crafted from the
ground up to provide great usability and a gentle learning while fully leveraging all of
your array's hardware resources.
FlexPool

VirtualUnity

InstaSnap

PowerCluster

VMBox

IntegriCheck

SpaceBoost

FlexPool technology
Brings together disk and flash
management in a uniﬁed data pool.

InstaSnap technology
Point-in-time snapshots for easy
backup, replication and recovery.

VirtualUnity technology
VMware integration for fast and
easy virtual machine management.

IntegriCheck technology
Ensures long-term data integrity
with smart control instruments.

PowerCluster technology
Active-active high-availability for
mission critical environments.
SpaceBoost suite
Data reduction techniques to
squeeze more in the same space.

CPU

VMBox technology
Combines storage and compute to
create a converged storage array.

OUR PRODUCTS

ARKSERIES
The high density storage for
archive and backup.
Provides painless disaster recovery and
unlimited scalability. The ARK Series is a
space saving specialist for simple and
economical long term data archiving.

ULTRASERIES
Hybrid uniﬁed storage designed
for mixed workloads.
The ULTRA Series is embodies
productivity at its best while truly unifying
VMware and storage. It provides data
integrity, unlimited scalability, disaster
recovery and availability for when
downtime is not an option.

EXTREMESERIES
All-flash storagearray for high
performance workloads
All flash, all speed for smooth running
VDI and performance applications.

KEEP IN TOUCH
sales@syneto.eu
twitter.com/syneto
facebook.com/syneto
syneto.tech.support
youtube.com/SynetoStorage
linkedin.com/company/syneto
github.com/SynetoNet

Where to reach us
Ireland
The Crescent Building,
Northwood, Santry, Dublin 9
Italy
Symbol Palace, Via Cefalonia,
55, 25124, Brescia, Italy
Belgium
Begoniastraat 30A, B-9810
Nazareth (Eke), Belgium
Switzerland
Via Campagna 19, CH-6952
Canobbio, Switzerland
Romania
V.Alecsandri nr.2, 300078,
Timisoara, Romania, EU
Phones
(+39) 030 7687 766 - IT
(+353) 1 893 4934 - IR
(+41) 79 945 78 64 - CH
(+32) 9 261 53 10 - BE
(+40) 771 443 480 - RO
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